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A prospectus of Courses in
POLIT ICAL BESAV IOR

I. The courses listed below are deemed to provide an adequate presentation
of materials in political behavior for students on the senior college
level and in advanced study,lhey aim to give to students of political
science additional training in the analysis of political change and to
M ke sociology and psychology a part of their thought and work .
II.

The oowtemplated offering :
A . Basic factors in political behavior would normally be
introduced to all :students as part of the Elements of
Political Science sequence .
B . On the Senior College level, there would be offered a
three quarter .quenoe consisting of the following
principàl eles~ents s
1.

Personality in Political sovemnta := in the
oommunity, on the national scene, and in
international politics .

2, The Electorate : elections, representation,
voting behavior .
The legislative and administrative process :
inforisa1 methods of policymmking and policyexecution.
C . On the graduate level, seminars ont
1.
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.

Basic Factors in Political Behavior
Electoral Behavior
Personality Patterns in Politics
Psychological factors in International Relations
Administrative behavior
The Legislative Process

III . A possible schedule for

handling such a program would bes

Winter, 1948 -9
Spring, 1948 -9

Seminar on Basic Factors in Political Behavior
Seminar on the Electorate

Autumn, 1949-50

Political Behavior sequence ; Seminar on Basic
Factors*
Political Behavior sequence ; Seminar on Electorates
Political Behavior sequence ; Seminar on Personality
Patterns in Politics*

Winter, 1949-50
Spring, 194950

*For 1949-50, these would be taught by Professor VoClosky under the
already-scheduled seminar designated as *Political Power .* Afterwards,
they would be designated seperateljr er as *Political Behavior .*

Depending on the staff having time, the remaining three seminars
on *PsychologVcal Factors in International Relations,* *Administrative
Behavior*, and *The Legislative Process,* would begin in 1951-52, by which
tine the teaching of *-Political Behavior* seminar sequence would again fall to
Professor ücClosky and Professor deGrasia would be enabled to present them,
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IV.

Inas h as the last three seminars probably would not materialize
for throe years, it might be wise to postpone their consideration
at this moment .

